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the mission for today… 2

(1) Physics case for a jet detector at RHIC (sPHENIX)

	 and the key measurement observables

!
	 Are jet measurements interesting at RHIC? 
	 Can jets be well-measured at RHIC? 
!
(2) The detector configuration to fit these observables

!
	 Can a detector be built to make these measurements? 
!
(3) Planned operations and additional opportunities

!
	 Does the jet program align with our other  
	 goals as a community?



Strongly Coupled (s)QGP Paradigm 3

small-viscosity hydrodynamic evolution of QGP implies a strong-
coupling and is at the heart of a “standard model” for heavy ion 
collisions

!
but is missing a comprehensive examination from the hard sector:


parton energy loss and quarkonia suppression

soft sector  
processes hard sector  

processes



Viscosity near Phase Transitions 4
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Viscosity near Phase Transitions 5
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Indications of Viscosity Differences 6

from the soft sector:

!
!

There are indications now 
that the shear viscosity to 
entropy is smaller at RHIC


!
!

How might these changes 
appear in the hard sector?



Relationship to Hard Sector Physics 7

smaller viscosity ⇨ larger coupling ⇨ larger interaction with jets

soft sector  
processes

hard sector  
processes



Critical Knobs to Explore 8

        TEMPERATURE             VIRTUALITY             LENGTH SCALE

!
Temperature 

dependence of the 
QGP by beam 

energy variation

!
Time dependence 

of the QGP by 
virtuality variation 
(hard process Q2)

!
Length scale within 

the QGP by 
interaction 
hardness


(interaction Q2)



Virtuality Evolution 9



Length scales of interactions with QGP 10



QGP Constituent Mass Dependence 11



Probing the QGP across Length Scales 12



sPHENIX Observables and Contraints 13

•  Single jets, direct photons: RAA, vN 

!

•  Intra-jet hadron correlations (longitudinal and radial modifications)

!

•  Jet-jet, photon-jet correlation: IAA, AJ    
!

•  Jet-hadron correlations (global response)

!

•  Heavy flavor jets  
!

•  Separated Upsilon States

!

•  Compatibility with future EIC detector



E1

E2

AJ ⌘ E1 � E2

E1 + E2

E1 > E2

E1 ⇡ E2

Reconstructed Jets and AJ
14

require:

Au

Au

CMS, arXiv:1102.1957

Large modification in	

central collisions

E1 >> E2



Interaction of jet with medium

where ET;i (i ¼ 1; 2) denotes the transverse energy of the
leading and subleading jet, respectively. For back-to-back
dijet events in the vacuum, AJ is peaked at zero. The
ATLAS Collaboration measured this quantity by requiring
the trigger jet ET;1 > 100 GeV and the second jet in the
opposite hemisphere !!> "=2 with ET;2 > 25 GeV. To
proceed, we first generate vacuum dijet events from PYTHIA

[20] and obtain the distribution for the dijet asymmetry
factor AJ in pþ p events. The modification of each dijet
event in Pbþ Pb collisions is obtained as follows. For each
dijet event, we sample its production points according to
the distribution of the binary nucleon-nucleon collisions
in collisions of two Pb nuclei. For asymmetric dijets
(AJ > 0:1), the trigger bias is taken into account by
letting the higher energy jet propagate along the
shorter path (implying a smaller energy loss), and the other
jet to propagate along the other direction. For nearly sym-
metric jet pairs (AJ < 0:1), such a trigger bias does not
apply.

As expected, the number of strongly asymmetric dijets is
significantly increased by the medium evolution which
tends to let one jet lose more energy than the other due
to the different path lengths of the two jets in the medium.
The asymmetry of dijets is more prominent in the most
central Pbþ Pb collisions (left panel of Fig. 3) than in
midcentral events (right). The depletion of energy inside
the jet cone is a combination of collisional energy loss
experienced by all shower partons, radiation outside the jet
cone, and the scattering of radiated gluons into angle out-
side the jet cone. From our fit to the data we obtain the
average path-length weighted transport coefficient in cen-
tral collisions hq̂i ¼ hq̂Li=hLi ¼ 0:85 GeV2=fm, where
the average is over different production points and pro-
pagation directions. This corresponds to a value of
q̂ ¼ 2:1 GeV2=fm at the highest temperature 400 MeV in

Auþ Au collisions at RHIC, consistent with the system-
atic analysis performed in Ref. [25].
In summary, we have studied the evolution of a jet

shower propagating in a quark-gluon plasma and calcu-
lated the loss of energy contained in a given cone angle.
The medium modification of the shower spectrum and
shape is described by a differential equation that in-
corporates both collisional energy loss and transverse
momentum broadening. Our approach provides a good
description of the dijet asymmetry observed by the
ATLAS Collaboration in Pbþ Pb collisions at the LHC.
The values of the parton transport coefficients are similar
to those describing jet quenching at RHIC, extrapolated to
the higher matter density at the LHC. This suggests that the
quark-gluon plasma created at the LHC has similar prop-
erties as that studied by the RHIC experiments.
This work was supported in part by Grants No. DE-

FG02-05ER41367 and No. DE-SC0005396 from the U.S.
Department of Energy.
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FIG. 3 (color online). Distribution of dijet asymmetry factor
AJ for pþ p and Pbþ Pb collisions at

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sNN

p ¼ 2:76 TeV at the
LHC. Left panel, 0%–10% centrality; right panel, 10%–20%
centrality.
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Guang-You Qin, Berndt Muller	

 PRL 106, 162302 (2011)

Comparison to LHC data

Cone%size%dependence%

%

Dijet&in&pp&baseline&less&symmetric&
for&smaller&jet&cone&size&

Peak&at&large&AJ&more&prominent&
for&R=0.2:&more&second&jets&fall&
below&the&energy&cut&

E1>20GeV,%E2>5GeV,%R=0.4% E1>20GeV,%E2>5GeV,%R=0.2%

1 1

Distribution of AJ at RHIC energies
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Same at LHC, different at RHIC
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Extracting Medium Properties 17



How well could jets be measured at RHIC? 18

An ideal detector, even sPHENIX, would 

encounter these 3 issues:

!
(1) Rate: How quickly does hard production drop at RHIC?


!
(2) Resolution: How well can we measure real jets?

!

(3) Contamination: How are the jet measurements impacted by 
background fluctuations masquerading as jets--fakes?



Rates: jets, di-jets, γ-jets 19

Huge rates allow differential 
measurements with geometry

 (v2, v3, A+B, U+U, …) & 
precise control measurements (d

+Au & p+p).
Over 60% as dijets!

Au+Au
(central 20%) p+p d+Au

   >20GeV 107  jets
104 photons

106 jets
103 photons

107 jets
104 photons

   >30GeV 106 jets
103 photons

105 jets
102 photons

106 jets
103 photons

   >40GeV 105 jets 104 jets 105 jets

   >50GeV 104 jets 103 jets 104 jets

!
Rates!based!on!full!stochas0c!
cooling,!but!no!addi0onal!
accelerator!upgrades!

Huge rates allow differential 
measurements with geometry	


 (v2, v3, A+B, U+U, …) & 	

precise control measurements 	


(p(d)+Au & p+p).	

~80% as dijets!	


Events: 50 billion collected, 200 billion sampled

-1 < η < 1



Direct γ Signal-to-Background 20



Resolution: Underlying Event Impact 21

A 30 GeV embedded jet picks up ~10 GeV

from the background to become

a 40 GeV reconstructed jet

Remove this:

Unfold this:

Subtract: ~10 GeV/c per jet

Unfold: ~3.5 GeV/c of smearing




Resolution: Background Subtraction 22
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Method for separating jets and the underlying event in heavy ion collisions at the BNL Relativistic
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Reconstructed jets in heavy ion collisions are a crucial tool for understanding the quark-gluon plasma. The
separation of jets from the underlying event is necessary particularly in central heavy ion reactions in order
to quantify medium modifications of the parton shower and the response of the surrounding medium itself.
There have been many methods proposed and implemented for studying the underlying event substructure in
proton-proton and heavy ion collisions. In this paper, we detail a method for understanding underlying event
contributions in Au + Au collisions at

√
sNN = 200 GeV utilizing the HIJING event generator. This method,

extended from previous work by the ATLAS collaboration, provides a well-defined association of “truth jets”
from the fragmentation of hard partons with “reconstructed jets” using the anti-kT algorithm. Results presented
here are based on an analysis of 750M minimum bias HIJING events. We find that there is a substantial range
of jet energies and radius parameters where jets are well separated from the background fluctuations (often
termed “fake jets”) that make jet measurements at the BNL Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider a compelling physics
program.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.86.024908 PACS number(s): 25.75.−q

I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding the detailed interaction and coupling
between hard scattered partons and the quark-gluon plasma
through which they propagate is essential to our fundamental
knowledge of QCD and in determining properties of the
quark-gluon plasma. The measurement of fully reconstructed
jets in heavy ion collisions at the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC) [1,2] highlight the substantial additional information
contained therein and its complementary nature to single
hadron [3–5], dihadron correlations [6–9]. The measurement
of direct photon-jet correlations is another critical handle to be
utilized [10]. Extending fully calorimetric jet measurements to
lower center-of-mass energies at the BNL Relativistic Heavy
Ion Collider provides measurements for kinematics difficult
to access at the LHC and the QGP at different temperature
and coupling regime.

With the first Pb + Pb at
√

sNN = 2.76 TeV collisions at
the LHC new insights into jet physics in heavy ion collisions
were gained. The ATLAS collaboration reported an increase
in the number of energy asymmetric dijets in central Pb + Pb
collisions compared to proton-proton and peripheral Pb + Pb
collisions [1]. They also reported the suppression of jets with
100< pT <200 GeV/c by a factor of approximately two
when comparing central to peripheral Pb + Pb collisions [11].
The CMS collaboration measured jet-hadron correlations in a
similar jet pT range and found that the energy lost by high
pT fragments was approximately balanced by very low pT

tracks far from the jet axis [2]. However the data from both
RHIC and the initial LHC results are not enough to constrain
the physics of jet quenching. Most theoretical descriptions
have relied on weakly coupled techniques [12]. Features of
strong coupling, as observed in descriptions of the bulk matter,

might contribute to jet quenching as well. More data on jet
observables (including dijet, γ -jet, and heavy flavor tagged
jets) at RHIC and the LHC will be necessary to understand
the physics of jet quenching over the full range of medium
properties and jet kinematics and probe for sensitivity of the
quenching to outgoing parton virtuality.

The multiplicity of charged particles dNch/dη is approx-
imately 2.15 times higher for Pb + Pb central collisions at√

sNN = 2.76 TeV compared with Au + Au central collisions
at

√
sNN = 200 GeV [13]. Thus the soft particle background

is substantially higher for LHC events. However, the jet cross
section is substantially higher as well, and measurements
for jets with energies greater than 100 GeV appear well
separated from the background (though detailed publications
of these studies are not yet available). Various methods have
been explored at the LHC and RHIC for understanding the
underlying event contributions, and background fluctuations
reconstructed as jets, so called “fake jets” [14–18].

At
√

sNN = 200 GeV the projected jet rates into |η| < 1
based on NLO pQCD cross sections [19] and expected RHIC
luminosities have been computed [20]. In a typical year of
RHIC running 50B Au + Au events could be sampled. In
the top 20% centrality that would lead to approximately 107

jets above 20 GeV, 106 jets above 30 GeV, 105 jets above
40 GeV, and 104 jets above 50 GeV. Over 60% of the time
there is full containment of the opposing dijet for 20 GeV jets
within |η| <1 with that percentage increasing with increasing
jet energy.

In this paper, we present a study of jet reconstruction and
separation from the underlying event using the HIJING [21]
event generator for Au + Au events at

√
sNN = 200 GeV. This

follows an iterative underlying event subtraction procedure
extended from one developed by the ATLAS Collaboration

024908-10556-2813/2012/86(2)/024908(8) ©2012 American Physical Society



Contamination: Fake Jet Rates 23

enables broad coverage  
without jet fragmentation bias



STAR Jet Program 24



STAR Jet Program II 25



Surface Bias Engineering 26

STAR

PHENIX

sPHENIX



sPHENIX detector 27



Acquisition of the BaBar Magnet 28



Hadronic Calorimetry 29



sPHENIX Calorimeters 30



FNAL Test Beam Exp T-1044 31

HCAL 
prototype



FNAL Test Beam Exp T-1044 32

HCAL 
prototype



EMCAL SPACAL Option 33

FNAL T-1018

results




Extended Silicon Tracking Layers 34



Extended Silicon Tracking Layers 35



sPHENIX in GEANT4 36



Jet Performance: p+p 37



Jet Performance: A+A 38



Jet Performance: A+A 39

effect dominated by 
intrinsic background 

fluctuations, not 
detector



Jet Spectra Projections 40



Projected jet RAA
41



Jet-jet Asymmetries 42



sPHENIX run plan 43



BNL Proposed 10-year Plan 44



sPHENIX evolution 45



sPHENIX evolution 46



sPHENIX evolution 47

•  Forward jets + charged hadrons

	 clear separation of Sivers effect (quark 	 

	 distribution left-right bias) and Collins 

	 (fragmentation left-right bias)

	 

	 isolate Sivers effect contributions from 

	 up- and down-quark

!

•  Forward muons

	 Drell-Yan SSA process dependence

	 Sivers distribution sign change 



sPHENIX transforms into an EIC detector 48

see talk by Jin Huang this afternoon in the Nucleon Structure session for full details 
on forward sPHENIX and an EIC detector!



Summary 49

(1) Physics case for a jet detector at RHIC 

	 and the key measurement observables

!
	 Are jet measurements interesting at RHIC? YES! 
	 Can jets be well-measured at RHIC? YES! 
!
(2) The detector configuration to fit these observables

!
	 Can a detector be built to make these measurements? YES! 
!
(3) Planned operations and additional opportunities

!
	 Does the jet program align with our other  
	 goals as a community? YES!



BACKUP SLIDES



51



γ-jet Observables 52



sPHENIX Upsilon Measurements 53



54

Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP)



Heavy Ion Collisions 55

TC ⇡ 170MeV
0.0
2.0
4.0
6.0
8.0

10.0
12.0
14.0
16.0

1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0
T/Tc

ε/T4
εSB/T4

3 flavour
2+1 flavour

2 flavour

← RHIC Au+Au

← LHC  Pb+Pb

Lattice QCD Calculations 
Energy density indicates partonic degrees 
of freedom open at Tc ≈ 170 MeV


!
Ideal gas of quarks and gluons at 
arbitrarily large T


!
(Data) Strongly-coupled fluid near TC

QCD Phase Diagram 
Quark-gluon plasma above a few 1012 K


!
Reachable by collider facilities


!
Critical point being sought
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Space-Time Evolution 56

Thermalization (~0.6 fm/c)

Nuclear Crossing (~0.1 fm/c)

Phase Transition (~4 fm/c)

QGP

Hadron Gas

Chemical Freeze Out (~7 fm/c)

Kinetic Freeze Out (~10-15 fm/c)

*values for RHIC at 200 GeV
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RHIC
LHC

New York
Switzerland

p+p          		 62 - 510

(d,He3)+Au		 200

Cu+Cu     		 22 - 200

Cu+Au     	 	 200

Au+Au     	 	 7 - 200

U+U         		 193

→ →

PHENIX

STAR

beam energy (GeV)

p+p          7000-8000

p+Pb        5020

Pb+Pb      2760

beam energy (GeV)

1.2 km

8.6 km



PHENIX Detector 58



Event Geometry Controls 59

Impact parameter studied via 
centrality selection

!

Large impact parameter

 → peripheral events, ≲100%

Small impact parameter

 → central events, ≳0%

!

Measured at large pseudorapidity

Tool: Glauber Monte Carlo simulation

!
Simple geometric description of A+A

!
Includes statistical fluctuations

!
Number of Participating Nucleons, Npart 

~ system size

!
Number of Binary Scatterings, Ncoll 

~ hard process cross-section


PHOBOS Glauber MC 


